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CPR Assignment Tutorial 

UNDERSTANDING THE STAGES OF A CPR ASSIGNMENT 

A CPR assignment consists of the following seven stages: 

1. Source Materials 

During this first stage you will explore source materials, which can include Web sites, 

articles, text books, pictures, movies, animations, or references to your course 

materials. The source materials (which are always available during an assignment) 

will also provide you with guidance for writing your text and specific details of the 

writing task, which forms the core of an assignment. 

2. Text Entry 

After studying the source materials you will write your text and enter it into the CPR 

program. The first deadline for an assignment occurs when the text and/or file is 

due. 

3. Calibrations 

During this stage you will evaluate several example texts, called calibration essays. 

This calibration process will help develop your ability to effectively review the work of 

your peers based on specific criteria. The second deadline occurs at the end of this 

stage. 

4. Calibration Results 

After the calibration training deadline you will be able to compare your answers with 

the criteria established for the example texts. During this stage you will refine your 

understanding of the reviewing process for an assignment. 

5. Reviews 

Using the same criteria that you used for the calibration essays, in this stage of an 

assignment, you will evaluate the work of three of your peers. 

6. Self-Assessment 

After completing the reviews of texts submitted by three of your peers, you may 

proceed directly to review the text that you submitted. There will be a deadline when 

you must complete this self-assessment review. 

7. Assignment Results 

After the self-assessment deadline you may view the reviews your peers submitted 

for your text, and compare your peer evaluations with the evaluations that your 

classmates provided for the texts you reviewed. There is no deadline for this final 

stage. 

During an assignment, you will progress through these stages sequentially. 
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YOUR PROGRESS THROUGH AN ASSIGNMENT 

The flowchart below summarizes your progress through a CPR assignment. 
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Now that you understand how a CPR assignment works, you are ready to learn about 

specific parts of an assignment. The following sections in this tutorial highlight key features 

of the CPR program at various stages in an assignment. 

ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION AND PROGRESS 

Whenever you select an assignment in CPR, the initial information page provides you with 

the time periods when each stage must be done and a record of your progress in the 

assignment. If the instructor has posted a message about the assignment, it will also show 

up on this page. 
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STAGE 1: SOURCE MATERIALS 

The source materials of an assignment contain the learning goals for the assignment, the 

location of the resources that you will explore before writing your text, guidance on items 

you should include or approaches you should take in your text, the specific writing prompt 

that defines the writing task at hand, and the word count range, which your text must 

adhere to. 

 

As you proceed through an assignment, the navigation panel on the left will tell you which 

stages are accessible at that time. The source materials are always available. 
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STAGE 2: TEXT ENTRY 

After exploring the source materials, you will write your text and enter it in the text entry 

box and/or upload a file. 

 

Because Web browsers can time out and connections can be lost, you should always prepare 

your work offline, check it for spelling and other errors in a word processing program, and 

then save it before submitting it to CPR. 

The length of your text must conform to the specified word count range. The program will 

automatically count the words in your text. If your text is outside of the word count range, 

you may save it in the program, but cannot submit it. 

If your assignment requires or allows you to upload a file as part of your submission, you 

will see the second component of the text entry procedure. 
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The File Upload section will appear below the Text Entry section. The text will indicate 

whether you may or must upload a file as part of your submission. The text will also tell you 

whether you have completed this upload step. In the image below, the text indicates that 

no file has been added to the submission. 

 

Clicking Upload File takes you to another screen where you browse for a file on your 

computer. 

 

After clicking Upload, you’ll be told whether the file was successfully uploaded or not. If the 

file was successfully uploaded, click Return to Text Entry to go back to the previous page. 

 

The File Upload section will now tell you that you have uploaded a file at the date and time 

displayed, and will allow you to preview the uploaded file. 

Note: Uploading and submitting are two different required steps. You must now click 

Submit Text to complete this portion of the assignment. 

Be sure to submit your work before the text entry deadline. Remember, you can submit 

your work as many times as you like prior to this deadline. The last submission overwrites 

any previously submitted work and only the last one is saved. 
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STAGE 3: CALIBRATIONS 

During this stage, you will read three example texts called calibration essays and answer a 

series of evaluation questions for each. You will also provide a comprehensive rating of the 

whole text. The navigation panel keeps track of your progress through the three 

calibrations. 
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You may carry out this training all at one time or in several sessions. However, before you 

complete the calibration training you will see the preliminary results of your skill as a 

reviewer. If you have not mastered the process for any of the texts, you have the 

opportunity to retake that calibration. At the end of the stage, CPR will determine the skill 

you have shown in accurately reviewing the training materials for the assignment. 
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STAGE 4: CALIBRATION RESULTS 

After the calibration training deadline you will be able to compare your answers with the 

criteria established by your instructor for the example texts. Explanations for the 

instructor's answers are provided for each question. 

 

By reviewing this feedback you will further refine your understanding of the reviewing 

process for the assignment and improve your reviewing skill. 
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STAGE 5: REVIEWS 

Once the text review time has begun, you will use the same criteria to review your peers' 

texts as you used for the calibration essays. 

 

In some cases you may be asked to explain your answers to the evaluation questions and 

you will also write an informative justification for your overall rating of your peers' texts. 

Your explanations should always be aimed at helping your peers understand both the 

strengths and weaknesses of their texts so that they can learn from your reviews. 

For many courses the quality of your reviews and the feedback you provide to your peers 

will be part of your grade for the assignment. 
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STAGE 6: SELF-ASSESSMENT 

After you review three texts submitted by your peers, you must review your own text. You 

must complete all the reviews, including the self-assessment, before the end deadline for 

the assignment. 

 

After completing your self-assessment, you must wait until the assignment ends before you 

can view the assignment results. 
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STAGE 7: ASSIGNMENT RESULTS 

At the end of the assignment you will be able to see a summary of the peer reviews that 

you did and the reviews your peers performed of your text. 

 

Peer review is a fundamental cornerstone of the pursuit of science and other academic 

disciplines. Proposals, reports, and papers are always subjected to the scrutiny and 

evaluation of other experts who understand the discipline. The hallmark of good peer review 

is consistency by the community of peers in recognizing the quality and evaluation of the 

work being reviewed. The CPR program emulates that process. 

CPR calculates an average score for each text you reviewed. CPR then determines whether 

your reviews met the criteria for consistency established by your instructor. 
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CPR also calculates the weighted average score for the peer reviews of your text and 

compares this average with your self-assessment rating. (The weighting factors used for 

your peers' reviews are based on the accuracy of their work in the calibration training part 

of the assignment.) 
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Finally, at the bottom of the page you will see the percentage your instructor has associated 

with each section of the assignment and your total score out of 100 for the assignment. 

 

Close this window and proceed to the pretest. 

 


